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Compact Unit Reactor of WWTP
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General Introduction
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The compact unit reactor adopts the standard container as
its main body , which is convenient for transportation. The
treatment capacity of one unit is 50-200m3/day. We specially
developed this system according to the characteristics of
urban and rural domestic wastewater, the general industrial
waste water and black smelly river course. The wastewater
treatment technology AO + MBBR and AO + MBR are
adopted to achieve high treatment efficiency and stable
effluent quality.
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暵挿

The effluent quality can meet "ClassⅠ A / B standard
Discharge Standard of Pollutants for Municipal Wastewater
Treatment Plant (GB18918-2002) or Class IV Standard of
Environmental Quality Standards for Surface Water
(GB3838-2002).

Features

■

稒ⲽ㘗鄳縨⡤獤㼭䊫

■

Compact units with small size

■

䲿넞㢅椚腊⸂

■

Increased treatment capacity

■

㸤Ⰼꤑ㔿⡤

■

Complete solids removal

■

佖㊤✫小꣭暵䚍

■

Improved settling characteristics

■

㖈鳅넞䝧嵥欰暟ꆀ♴乼⡲

■

Operation at higher suspended biomass

■

崽䏞㼋荝寓岞⨢殆傞ꢂ

■

Concentrations resulting in long sludge retention times

■

㟞䔂鵂玐珘㹁䚍

■

Enhanced process stability

■

⡛宐㣢䰀署⡛㐾갉

■

Low head loss,low noise

■

偽鵂応㐼鸑麤

■

No filter channeling

■

偽㹁劍Ȿ峤

■

No need of periodic backwashing

■

Ⲹ㼱寓岞❡ꆀ♶⠔ⴀ梡寓岞芲胆곿

■

Reduced sludge production and no problems with sludge
bulking
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处理工艺 Technical process
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AO+MBBR process: The MBBR process is a new and efficient wastewater treatment method, which combines the
advantages of both traditional fluidized bed and biological contact oxidation processes.
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AO+MBR process: MBR process is a new water treatment technology, which combines activated sludge method and
membrane separation technology.
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MBBR工艺原理
MBBR process principle

MBBR工艺特点
MBBR process features
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■

Using the basic principles of the biofilm method, the
advantages of activated sludge are fully utilized, and
the shortcomings of the traditional activated sludge
method and the fixed biofilm method are
overcome.The method increases the treatment
efficiency of the reactor by adding a certain amount
of suspension carrier to the reactor to increase the
biomass and biological species in the reactor. Since
the packing density is close to that of water, it is
completely mixed with water during aeration, and
the environment in which microorganisms grow is
gas, liquid, and solid three phases.

■
■

■
■

■
■

■

■

■
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The processing load is high, and the volume load is 2 to 4
times that of the conventional one.
The oxidation tank has a small volume, which reduces
infrastructure investment.
In the MBBR process, sludge backflow is not required, no
backwashing equipment is required, equipment
investment is reduced, operation is simple, and the
operating cost of sewage is reduced.
The MBBR process sludge yield is low, which reduces
sludge disposal costs.
In the MBBR process, no filler bracket is needed, and the
filling rate is directly added, and the filling rate is
10%-70%, which saves installation time and cost.
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MBR工艺原理
MBR process principle

MBR工艺特点
MBR process features
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■

MBR is the abbreviation of Membrane Bio-Reactor，
which is a new efficient waste water treatment
technology combining modern membrane
separation technology and traditional biological
treatment technology. The MBR process combines
the membrane separation technology in the
separation engineering with the traditional
wastewater biological treatment technology, which
not only saves the construction of the secondary
sedimentation tank, but also greatly improves the
solid-liquid separation efficiency.

■

It can efficiently separate the solid from the liquid, the
effect will be much better than the traditional
sedimentation tank. The discharge water quality is
great,the suspended solids and turbidity are close to 0,
which then it can be reused directly and achieve the
purpose of wastewater recycling.

■

The high efficient membrane interception enables the
microorganism to be completely trapped in the reactor,
realizing the complete separation of HRT and SRT, and
makes the operation control more flexible.

Moreover，the increase of the mass concentration of
activated sludge in the aeration tank and the
emergence of specific bacteria (especially the
dominant bacteria) in the sludge, could improve the
biochemical reaction rate could be improved as well.
Meanwhile, by reducing the F/M ratio, the excess
activated sludge amount could be reduced (even to
zero), and consequently, some outstanding problems
existing in the traditional activated sludge process
will be solved.

■

The microorganism mass concentration in the reactor is
high and resistant to the impact load.

■

It is beneficial to the growth and reproduction of
slow-multiplying nitrifying bacteria. The nitrification
efficiency of the system could be improved. By changing
the operation mode, the system could also achieve
nitrogen and phosphorus removal.

集装箱一体化污水处理设备
Compact Unit Reactor of WWTP
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技术优势
■
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■
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■
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■
■

应用 Applications
■
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■
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■
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■
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MBBR carrier is a new type bioactive carrier, which adopts scientific formula according
to the different wastewater characteristics. It enables various microelements to infuse
in the polymer materials which are beneficial to the rapid growth of microorganisms
in macromolecules. After modification and construction process, MBBR carrier has
advantages such as large specific surface area, good hydrophilicity, high biological
activity, fast membrane forming, good treatment effect and long service life.

特点

Features

⸓䘯佖鸣ծ靈霚ワ劍瀊կ

Fast start-up speed, short renewal and commissioning cycle.

欰暟ꆀ㣐䫒Ȿⴁ餏蚚腊⸂䔂կ

Large biomass, strong shock-resistance load capacity.

蒜溁腊署蒜溁⽑㖑蒜溁䫏餴կ

Energy Saving,small footprint, reducing investment outlay .

抳崞䎾欽㥩孻ծ緃孻ծ⾔孻媯㖲〳կ

Flexible application, aerobic, anoxic and anaerobic sections
are all applicable.

湬䱹䫏⸈偽倝㟞匬瘰暟կ

Direct operation with no need for new civil works.

暵ⵆ鷓ざ欽✵寓宐㢅椚⾊䲿叻佖鸣帿䏞膴宆㢅椚կ
该技术也用于一体化设备构建，可有效比常规工艺节
约1/3-1/2的占地面积，管理也更为简单。

Particularly suitable for wastewater treatment plant upgrading
and deep denitrification treatment
This system is also used for the construction of integrated
equipment, which can effectively save 1/3 to 1/2 of the floor
space and the more simple management compared to the
conventional process.

.#3芘欰暟䎾㐼
MBR membrane bioreactor

特点

Features

䭯絯鸑ꆀ〳鴪*टIկ

Sustained fl ux up to 30 I/ ㎡ h.

〳䘯鸟鲽僒幡峤涸Ⰼ峤腊⸂կ

Full back fl ushing capability allows quick and easy
cleaning.

⚁ⵄꞵ㼘插䱹䊨蒌⥂霆넞宐䎂涸絕匬䚍ㄤ罣⛉䚍կ
⚁ⵄ鵂応応匣⥂霆⾓⸂ⴔ䋒㖲⺣♧荝կ
垷絆⻊〳㛜〜⢪瑟ꢂ宠꣭⡛㞅⯎㺙䏞넞鴪टNrկ
⡛腊署䧭劥կ
絶䫡皍⽀կ

Patented laser welding process ensures highest level of
structural integrity and durability.
Patented fi ltrate plate ensures a uniform distribution of
pressure.
Modular,stackable and thus minimal space requirement,
high packing density of 185 ㎡ /m³.
Low energy costs.
Easy maintenance.
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MH 刼䴛䬜劼
MH hyperboloid mixer

特点 Features
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In comparison with traditional blade paddle mixer, MH has
the feature of mixing equality, high efficiency, low energy
consumption and no ‘dead zones’.
Simple structure and easy for installation and maintenance.
Used especially for the water treatment such as mixing of
waste water and chemical agents.
Big surface area impeller, equipped with small power, saving
energy.

SRB 沉水式罗茨鼓风机
SRB submersible roots blower

特点 Features

⡛㐾갉

Low noise

㸝鄳皍⤑

Easy installation

⡛佦ꥻ

Less trouble

歏⸓劼

Motor

鵂応鄳縨

Filtration device
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水务管理物联网解决方案
IoT SOLUTIONS FOR WATER MANAGEMENT
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Trim down the cost of human resource as
well the time span
•Collection the data and feedback from on site operating
apparatus without on site attendance.
•At any time and at any condition of weathers, duty of
monitoring and control are effectively being carried out
at instant responsive communication.
•Collective and Centralization of data from various site
equipments become feasible, easy and relatively less
skilled technician required.
•Unmanned attending means reducing the cost of total
effectiveness.

Trim down the Cost of Downtime as well
maintenance and repair
•Provide early sign of failure by alerting via mobile phone
or others wireless network system.
•Early precaution step and action could be instantly being
activated.
•Should there is any contingency danger or untoward
incident, it could be immediately to response in advance
before it comes costly damage and irrevocable dangerous
- Early alert facilitate service team to well prepare and
act promptly and not wasting unnecessary time and labor.

Simple and easy to operate, required no
skilled personnel
•Built with informative interface and step which require
direct to browse.
•Multiple layer of interface provide in depth data and
information to enhance and explode upgrading as well
improving the operating system.
•Built in customer oriented interface for easy to read and
alter. All parameter and functions set up requires no
specialist.
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